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ABSTRACT: Proportional assist ventilation (PAV) has recently been proposed as a
mode of synchronized partial ventilatory support. This study evaluates the short-term
effects of nasal PAV on arterial blood gases in stable patients with chronic hypercapnia.
Forty two patients (30 with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and 12
with restrictive chest wall disease (RCWD) due to kyphoscoliosis) underwent a 1 h
run of nasal PAV. Randomly, two levels of assistance were performed: 1) PAV was set
at a level corresponding to volume assist (VA) and flow assist (FA) at 80% of the individual values of elastance (Ers) and resistance (Rrs) obtained with the "runaway"
method; and 2) VA and FA were set at a value corresponding to the difference
between the patients' individual Ers and Rrs and normal values of Ers and Rrs. Arterial blood gases and dyspnoea (by visual analogue scale (VAS)) were evaluated in all
patients during unsupported ventilation and 60 min of PAV.
PAV was well tolerated and resulted in significant improvement in arterial oxygen
tension (Pa,O2), arterial carbon dioxide tension (Pa,CO2) (6.8±0.8 to 7.4±1.4 and 7.2±0.9
to 6.8±0.9 kPa, respectively) and VAS (29±23 to 20±18%). The effects of PAV were not
different in the two groups of diseases nor in the two groups of settings.
Different settings of nasal proportional assist ventilation are well tolerated and
may improve gas exchange and dyspnoea in patients with stable hypercapnic respiratory insufficiency.
Eur Respir J 1997; 10: 2829–2834.

The objectives of mechanical ventilation (MV) in acute
respiratory failure are considered to be: to improve pulmonary gas exchange; to increase lung volume; and to
unload the ventilatory muscles [1, 2]. Noninvasive positive
pressure ventilation (NPPV) has been used with these
objectives also in the treatment of chronic respiratory insufficiency resulting from neuromuscular, restrictive chest
wall diseases (RCWD) and chronic obstructive pulmonary
diseases (COPD). It is usually delivered by either standard
volume-cycled ventilators in assisted/controlled mode or
by pressure support ventilation (PSV) [3–6].
Proportional assist ventilation (PAV) has recently been
proposed as a mode of synchronized partial ventilatory
support in which the ventilator pressure output is proportional to instantaneous patient effort. Therefore, in this
mode there is automatic synchrony between the end of
the patient's effort and the ventilator cycle. Furthermore,
since with PAV the level of pressure delivered to the
patient increases and decreases as the patient's demand
increases and decreases, the responsibility for the level
and pattern of ventilatory assistance depends entirely on
the patient.
A few short-term studies in acutely ill patients have
shown that PAV applied noninvasively is able to im- prove
arterial blood gases and to unload the inspiratory muscles
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[7–14]. By contrast, the effects of PAV in chronic respiratory insufficiency have not previously been reported,
although it is potentially attractive to match ventilation
with the spontaneously varying breathing pattern of
patients in stable conditions.
This short-term study was therefore undertaken in stable hypercapnic patients with the primary goal to evaluate:
1) patients' tolerance; and 2) the effects of PAV applied
noninvasively on arterial blood gases. Evaluation of the
effects of PAV on dyspnoea was a secondary goal of the
study.
Materials and methods
The study was approved by the Ethics Committees of
Medical Centre of Gussago, S. Maugeri Foundation, and
Azienda Ospedaliera of Verona. The study was conducted
according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Patients gave
their informed consent to participate in the study.
Patients
Forty two consecutive patients in stable conditions with
chronic hypercapnia were recruited at the two institutions
during the period between April 1 and October 31, 1996.
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Table 1. – Demographic, anthropometric and functional
characteristics of patients
Patients n
Age yrs
Females n
Height cm
Weight kg
FEV1 % pred
FVC % pred
FEV1/FVC %
FRC % pred
TLC % pred
Pa,O2 kPa
Pa,CO2 kPa
pH

All patients
42
64±9
9
164±9
73±16
34±15
51±20
53±19
122±9
93±6
6.8±0.9
7.2±0.9
7.39±0.03

COPD
30
66±7
5
166±7
77±12
35±17
56±21
47±16
148±41
110±28
6.8±0.7
6.9±0.9
7.37±0.02

RCWD
12
58±11
4
156±12
61±20
32±8
37±9
71±18
58±21
50±18
6.7±0.8
7.8±0.6
7.38±0.03

Results are absolute values or mean±S D . COPD: chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease; RCWD: restrictive chest wall
disease; FVC: forced vital capacity; FEV1: forced expiratory
volume in one second; FRC: functional residual capacity; TLC:
total lung capacity; Pa,O2: arterial oxygen tension; Pa,CO2: arterial carbon dioxide tension; % pred: percentage of predicted
value.

This period of the year was chosen because of the lower
incidence of exacerbations. Chronic CO2 retention was
due to advanced COPD in 30 patients and to RCWD, i.e.
kyphoscoliosis, in 12 patients. Diagnosis of COPD was
made according to the criteria of the American Thoracic Society (ATS) [15]. Demographic, anthropometric and
functional characteristics of the patients are shown in
table 1.
Patients with other organ failure, cancer or inability to
co-operate were excluded from the study. At the time of
the study the patients had to be free from exacerbations.
All of the patients were using long-term oxygen therapy but no patient was receiving long-term domiciliary
NPPV, although 10 patients had experienced NPPV before the study. All of the patients with COPD were receiving inhaled bronchodilators. No change in medical or
oxygen therapy was made during the week preceding the
study.
Measurements
Respiratory function at the time of inclusion in the
study is summarized in table 1. Lung volumes and forced
vital capacity (FVC) were measured by means of a constant volume body plethysmograph (1085 Medical Graphics, St Paul, MN, USA) and spirometric values (forced
expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), FVC) using a
Collins 13 L type spirometer (Biomedin, Padova, Italy).
The predicted values of QUANJER [16] were used. Arterial
oxygen tension (Pa,O2), arterial carbon dioxide tension
(Pa,CO2), arterial oxygen saturation (Sa,O2) and pH were
measured by means of an automated analyser (ABL 500,
Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark) while patients in the
sitting position were breathing room air for at least 1 h.
During the study, arterial blood gases were sampled at the
radial artery and measured under different conditions as
previously described. Subjective rating of dyspnoea was
obtained by means of a visual analogue scale (VAS) [17].

Setting of PAV
PAV was delivered through a commercial nasal mask
(Respironics, Murrysville, PA, USA) by means of a prototype portable ventilator able to compensate for leaks (Respironics, Murrysville, PA, USA). A complete description
of PAV can be found elsewhere and goes beyond the purposes of this study [9]. Briefly, adjustment of PAV entails
levels for volume-related assist (VA) and flow-related
assist (FA) according to the equation of motion:
Pappl = P0 + (V × Ers) + (V' × Rrs)
where: Pappl is the pressure applied to inflate the respiratory system either by the patient's contracting inspiratory
muscles or by the ventilator or by the combination of
both; P0 is the elastic recoil pressure of the respiratory
system at the end of expiration, which is zero if lung inflation starts from the elastic equilibrium volume of the
system; V and V' are the inspired volume and flow, respectively; Ers is the total respiratory system static elastance;
and Rrs is total flow resistance.
Therefore, ideally, Ers and Rrs should be known in order
to set PAV appropriately. Since measurements of Ers and
Rrs are not performed routinely in patients, they had to be
done at the time of the study. To estimate Ers and Rrs we
used the "runaway" method as described by YOUNES and coworkers [7–9]. "Runaway" describes a condition when the
pressure applied by the ventilator exceeds the opposing
elatic and resistive pressure at the end of patient
inspiration. Under those circumstances flow and volume
are delivered by the ventilator also during the patient's
neural expiration and airway pressure continues to increase during expiration [7–9]. The "runaway" phenomenon
was observed on the display of the ventilator which provides continuous recording of flow, volume and airway
pressure.
Ers and Rrs were obtained using the internal measuring devices of the Respironics prototype ventilator with
the patient in the semirecumbent position (see procedure
below). To estimate Ers, FA was set to 1 cmH2O·L-1·s
whereas VA was set at 2 cmH2O·L-1, then VA was raised by
steps of 2 cmH2O until the "runaway" phenomenon occurred. The patient's Ers was assumed to be the "runaway"
value minus 1 cmH2O·L-1. Likewise, Rrs was estimated by
setting VA and FA at 2 cmH2O·L-1 and 1 cmH2O·L-1·s,
respectively, then FA was raised by steps of 1 cmH2O·L-1·s
until the "runaway" phenomenon occurred. Again the value of the FA at the "runaway" minus 1 cmH2O·L-1·s was
assumed to reflect patient's flow resistance. Therefore, for
each patient individual values of Ers and Rrs were obtained before setting PAV. Two settings of PAV were studied in
this protocol: 1) PAV was set at a level corresponding to
VA and FA at 80% of the individual values of Ers and Rrs
obtained with the "runaway" method (Setting 1); and VA
and FA were set at a value corresponding to the difference
between the patient's individual Ers and Rrs ob-tained from
the "runaway" method and values of Ers of 8 cmH2O·L-1
and of Rrs of 2 cmH2O·L-1·s, which are gene-rally accepted
as the values in normal subjects (Setting 2). In this way,
the ventilator was presumed to cope with the additional
respiratory impedance associated with the patient's condition.
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The breathing pattern, namely tidal volume (VT), respiratory frequency (fR), duty cycle (inspiratory time to total
breathing duration ratio (tI/ttot)), minute ventilation (V'E:
VT × fR) and mean inspiratory flow (VT/tI) were obtained
from the ventilator signals. Each time 10 consecutive
breaths were analysed and mean values were used for the
subsequent analysis.
Study protocol
In the semirecumbent position, the patient initially not
connected to the ventilator, breathed through the nose
mask. After 20 min of unsupported breathing, arterial
blood was sampled from the radial artery. Then, according to a randomized order, either Setting 1 or Setting 2 of
PAV was applied by the ventilator and the patient was ventilated with the assigned setting for 1 h in the semirecumbent position. An appropriately sized commercial nose
mask (Respironics, Murrysville, PA, USA) was sel-ected
for each patient. Special care was taken to ensure mouth
closure throughout the procedure. A nurse not involved in
the procedure was always present for patient care. The
ventilator circuit was equipped with the Sanders NRV-2
valve (Respironics, Murrysville, PA, USA) to prevent CO2
rebreathing [18]. After 60 min, with the patient still connected to the PAV ventilator, arterial blood was sampled
again from the radial artery of the other arm.
In 27 patients (five females, aged 65±9 yrs, 22 COPD,
5 RCWD), VAS was measured before and at the 60th
minute of PAV ventilation. The same measurement was
obtained in 10 additional control patients (six COPD, four
RCWD, aged 65±10 yrs, weight 65±20 kg) undergoing
1 h of nasal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)
2 cmH2O delivered by the same ventilator.
Statistical analysis
All data are reported as mean±SD. The significance of
differences between control and PAV values within groups
was analysed by paired t-test. Differences between groups
were analysed by unpaired t-test. A p-value of less than
0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
All patients tolerated PAV very well. Neither discomfort nor adverse effects were observed throughout the
study. No apnoea periods, and no "runaway" due either to
overassistance or to sudden changes in patient's respiratory mechanics, occurred during the trials.

Table 2. – Characteristics of patients studied with each
level of support
Patients n
Age yrs
Females n
Height cm
Weight kg
COPD n
RCWD n
Pa,O2 kPa
Pa,CO2 kPa
pH
VA cmH2O·L-1
FA cmH2O·L-1·s

Setting 1
20
66±7
4
166±8
73±16
15
5
6.7±0.9
7.4±0.8
7.39±0.03
16.7±5.9
4.1±1.3

Setting 2
22
62±1
5
161±10
73±16
15
7
6.8±0.9
7.1±1.0
7.38±0.03
10.7±5.7
3.8±0.9

Results are mean±S D . VA: volume assist; FA: flow assist. For
further definitions, see legend to table 1.
Table 3. – Levels of respiratory elastance and resistance
in relation to diagnosis and level of support

Ers
cmH2O·L-1
Rrs
cmH2O·L-1·s

All
COPD RCWD Setting 1 Setting 2
patients
19.7±6.5 17.9±7.5 24.2±8.2 18.7±5.7 20.9±7.4
5.5±1.3 5.5±1.4 5.3±1.2 5.8±0.9

5.1±1.7

Results are mean±S D . Ers: total respiratory system elastance;
Rrs: respiratory flow resistance. For further definitions, see legend to table 1.

Table 2 shows the characteristics of the two groups of
patients separated according to the settings of PAV. There
were no significant differences between the two groups
in anthropometric features, diagnosis or baseline arterial
blood gases. Clearly, the levels of VA and FA support were
different as defined by the protocol. Table 3 shows the
mean values of Ers and Rrs measured by means of the "runaway" method in all 42 patients, as well as in the patients
classified by diagnosis and PAV settings. Ers was higher in
RCWD compared to COPD patients, whereas Rrs was similar in the two groups and slightly greater than normal.
Table 4 shows the effects of PAV on mean values of
arterial blood gases in all patients and according to the
PAV settings. In all groups of settings and diagnosis, PAV
resulted in improvements in Pa,O2 and Pa,CO2. Figure 1
shows the PAV-induced mean and individual changes in
Pa,O2 and Pa,CO2 according to the underlying disease. The
regression analysis for the whole patient group indicates
a slight but significant correlation (r=0.38, p=0.012) between PAV-induced changes in Pa,CO2 and baseline values
of Pa,CO2. Figure 2 shows the correlation between the
PAV-induced changes in Pa,O2 and Pa,CO2.

Table 4. – Changes in arterial blood gases during different settings of PAV

Sa,O2 %
Pa,O2 kPa
Pa,CO2 kPa
pH

All patients
Baseline
PAV
85±6
88±7**
6.8±0.8
7.4±1.4**
7.2±0.9
6.8±0.9**
7.38±0.03
7.40±0.04**

Setting 1
Baseline
85±5
6.7±0.8
7.4±0.8
7.39±0.03

PAV
88±6**
7.5±1.6*
6.9±0.8*
7.40±0.04**

Setting 2
Baseline
PAV
85±6
87±8*
6.8±0.9
7.4±1.3*
7.1±1.0
6.7±1.2**
7.37±0.03
7.40±0.04**

Results are mean±S D . *:p<0.05; **: p<0.01. PAV: proportional assist ventilation; Sa,O2: arterial oxygen saturation; Pa,O2: arterial oxygen tension; Pa,CO2: arterial carbon dioxide tension.
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Fig. 1. – Mean (—◆—) and individual (— —) changes in Pa,O2 (a, b)
and Pa,CO2 (c, d) in COPD (a, c) and RCWD (b, d) patients. Differences
between baseline and proportional assist ventilation (PAV) were significant (p<0.05). For definitions see legend to table 1.
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Fig. 3. – Breathing pattern of the whole population during unsupported
(——) and proportional assist (- - -) ventilation (mean±SD). *: p<0.05.
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Fig. 2. – Individual changes (∆) in Pa,CO2 and Pa,O2 in COPD (●) and
RCWD ( ) patients. For definitions see legend to table 1.

The effect of PAV on breathing pattern is shown in figure 3. PAV resulted in a significant increase in VT and a
significant reduction in tI/ttot; V'E and fR did not change
significantly.
VAS improved significantly with a PAV in the patients
assessed (29±23 to 20±18%; p<0.05) but not in 10 control
patients.

To our knowledge, this is the first study performed in
stable patients with chronic hypercapnia to assess the
impact of a patient-guided mechanical ventilatory pattern
on arterial blood gases. These findings show that the
patient-guided mechanical ventilatory pattern did not result in derangement in gas exchange; by contrast, we have
shown that 1 h of PAV caused a significant improvement
in arterial blood gases, Furthermore, short-term administration of PAV was well tolerated in all patients and was
able to improve dyspnoea. This short-term study suggests
that PAV may be of some clinical utility in patients with
chronic respiratory insufficiency.
Our patients suffered from chronic hypercapnic respiratory insufficiency. Their Ers and Rrs were estimated by
means of the "runaway" technique. It is interesting to note
that whereas Ers was higher in RCWD compared to COPD
patients, Rrs was similar in the two groups and slightly
greater than normal (table 3). In patients with kyphoscoliosis, the high Ers reflects increased chest wall stiffness
while Rrs is increased due to the abnormally low FRC as
report-ed in table 1 [19, 20]. Values of Rrs in our COPD
pati- ents may appear lower than expected in view of the
low FEV1 reported in table 1. However, it has been shown
that the site of obstruction in COPD is located in small airways, whose resistance has little impact on Rrs which is
mainly determined by changes in central airway calibre
[21]. In addition, the reduction in maximal expiratory
flows in COPD is due also to decreased lung elastic recoil and expiratory flow limitation [22]. Furthermore, our
COPD patients were in a stable condition, with no recent exacerbation and hence excessive abnormality of Rrs
would not be expected. However we are clearly aware of
the limitations of these measurements and of the fact that
measurements of Ers and Rrs obtained by means of the
"runaway" technique need further validation.
All patients tolerated PAV very well. For the setting
examined, no "runaway" due either to overassistance or to
sudden changes in patient's respiratory mechanics occurred during the trials. Furthermore, the presence of leaks in
the patient-ventilator ensemble was carefully checked in
each trial and no "runaway" due to leaks was observed.
However, this might be due to the short duration of the
study, and "runaway" due to leaks over longer periods of
PAV application, as well changes in respiration mechanics
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in relatively long-term studies, cannot be excluded on the
basis of our results. Furthermore, leak is a common problem during sleep and "runaway" due to leaks might cause
significant sleep disruption which would limit the usefulness of PAV during sleep. Therefore, before PAV can be
recommended for domiciliary use, effectiveness during
sleep needs to be demonstrated.
PAV resulted in significantly improved arterial blood
gases, irrespective of diagnosis and settings. Pa,O2 improved and because the values were on the steep portion of
the haemoglobin-oxygen (HbO2) dissociation curve, Sa,O2
also improved. Pa,CO2 decreased and pH increased, though
the latter remained in the normal predicted range for patients with chronic stable disease. It is noteworthy that, as
reported with other modalities of mechanical ventilation
[23, 24], the decrease in Pa,CO2, although significant, was
small both on average and in individuals. In the chronic
condition, a rapid and marked reduction in CO2 is generally not advisable. In fact, excessive reduction in Pa,CO2
could result in less inspiratory effort and hence reduce VT,
a phenomenon which was not observed in the present
study.
A possible explanation of the changes in arterial blood
gases may be found in an increase in alveolar ventilation,
as suggested by the changes in breathing pattern during
PAV (fig. 3). In this respect it should be noticed that the
smaller tI/ttot ratio at the same fR allows a slightly longer
expiratory time which favours lung emptying [25] and respiratory muscle rest [26].
The improvements in arterial blood gases were significant in both COPD and RCWD groups (fig. 1). However, the increase in Pa,O2 and the decrease in Pa,CO2 were
slightly greater in patients with chronic respiratory insufficiency due to RCWD than to COPD. Whether this finding
reflects a characteristic of the population under study or
whether it indicates a truly better response to PAV in patients with RCWD remains to be investigated in a larger
population.
In this study, different levels of support resulted in similar effects, indicating that even a low level of support may
be enough to improve arterial blood gases and dyspnoea.
A level of PAV setting corresponding to VA and FA at 80%
of the individual values of Ers and Rrs (Setting 1) was chosen to obtain the greatest unloading of respiratory muscles.
The value of VA and FA corresponding to the difference
between the patient's individual Ers and Rrs and values of
Ers and Rrs generally accepted as normal (Setting 2) was
chosen to reduce the excess load on the respiratory muscles. No difference was found between the two settings of
PAV, although Setting 2 gave a VA ~6 cmH2O·L-1 lower
than Setting 1.
With NPPV, a reduced level of support may be useful to
increase patient tolerability, reducing air leaks and sideeffects [8, 9]. One of the potential benefits of noninvasive
PAV may well be the lower levels of airway pressure necessary to improve oxygen delivery, thus also reducing the
haemodynamic effects [11]. Indeed, in stable COPD, reductions in cardiac output and oxygen delivery have been
observed with noninvasive PSV [27]. On the other hand,
in intubated patients with acute respiratory failure, both
RANIERI et al. [10] and NAVALESI et al. [12] found that increasing the level of support produced a greater ventilatory
effect and a greater reduction in inspiratory effort.

Whether this reflects a difference between acute and chronic patients remains to be established.
Although not observed in 10 control patients receiving "sham" ventilation with CPAP 2 cmH2O, the apparent
changes in dyspnoea must be considered cautiously as the
control patients were not randomly assigned, nor were
they matched with the population under study. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that improvements in dyspnoea were
influenced by a "placebo" effect. A placebo effect should
have been excluded as both modalities of ventilation were
performed by means of the same ventilator. Therefore,
with this limitation these results suggest an effect on dyspnoea. lt has been shown that PAV is able to unload the respiratory muscles [7–9] which may explain the effects on
dyspnoea. Furthermore, at least in acute respiratory failure
there is evidence that with the same level of respiratory
muscle unloading PAV seems more effective in reducing
dyspnoea than PSV [10].
This was a short-term study and its conclusions need to
be confirmed by long-term studies. Nevertheless, shortterm studies are required before longer term investigation
of therapeutic interventions in order to show, at least, the
tolerance of the patients to the treatment.
In conclusion, in a short-term study, in stable patients
with chronic hypoxaemic and hypercapnic respiratory insufficiency due to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
or restrictive chest wall disease (kyphoscoliosis), proportional assist ventilation delivered by a nose mask was well
tolerated and improved arterial blood gases with different
settings. An increase in alveolar ventilation, as suggested
by the modifications of breathing pattern, was likely to be
the major mechanism through which proportional assist
ventilation improved the arterial blood gases.
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